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ABSTRACT 

LBL-546 

We propose a mechanism whereby one can determine the background 

in missing mass experiments in the resonance region by extending two 

component duality to absorptive amplitudes with externalreggeons. It 

is shown to explain naturally the very different trend of the back-

ground in the reactions p + p -> p + X and IT + P -> P + X at 

available energies. The implications and limitations of this mechanism 

for the analysis of the spectrum are discussed. 
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Missing Mass Experiments [~-3J (MME) were originally designed 

for exploring new resonant states and studying their production mech-

anisms. Recently, the accumulated data from these experiments 

(including the production of nonresonating missing mass) have been 

extensively analyzed [4-6J and some conclusions were drawn in relation 

to limiting distributions [7,8J and triple reggeon couplings [9,10J. 

In particular, the analysis performed near the forward direction is 

consistent with a small triple'Pomeranchon coupling [11,12J. 

A prominent feature which characterizes the cross sections in 

MME is the presence of a large nonresonating background component [13J 

upon which resonance "bumps" may be superposed when certain quantum 

number considerations are satisfied (exoticity~). In order to investi

gate the nature,-of these resonating states, one has to know how to sub

tract the background from the total spectrum. The procedure of extract-

ing the resonating spectrum has been generally carried out in two ways 

[l,2J; (i) assuming a reasonable hand drawn background, (ii) making a 

best fit to the data with a sum of Breit-Wigner terms and polynomial 

background with no interference terms between the resonances them-

selves and with the background. 

The purpos e of this paper is to propose a definite way for 

building the background in MME. Alternatively, "e present a mechanism 

by which one is able to dis~inguish the smooth part of the spectrum 

from the resonating one. As will be shown below, the very different 

behavior of the background in two specific processes is naturaily 

explained in the context of the present approach. 

Let us denote the relevant process by (see fig. la) 

a + b -> C +X (1) 



'"here c is the "fast" detected particle and X denotes the missing 

mass. The variables describing the process (1) will be chosen as, 

. 2 
s (Pa+ Pb) 

t (Pa - pc) 
2' (2) 

.r.{ ( .' )2 p +l\-P a·. , c 

Most of the MME, ,in wh:i:ch the 'incident energy is high enough 

.(Plab ~ 15 Gevjc'), are characteriZ~dby high sjr.{ (~-8) and small 

It I (,<: 1 Ge';) .In this r~gion of phase-space of reaction (1), the 

'" 
dominant mechanism is a. peripheral one and is depicted in fig. lb. Then 

the quantity of interest, icrjdtdM, is given by, 

M' 
2" 

+ b -> j +b) • 
s 

'Here A(i'+- b -> j + b) is the absorptive part of. the forward amplitude 

describing the process; "Reggeon iff + b -+ "Reggeon j" + b and its 

contribution to d2 0'jdtdM . is schematically represented by fig. lc. 
~ . 

It 

should be clear that in the present discussion, we limit ourselves to 

the. portion of phase space in which expansion (3) is applicable, i.e., 

s;r.f > 8 and 
'" . 

It I < 1 ae';. 
'" • 2 j , 

Fromeq. (3), we see that the structure of d 0' dtdM as a 

function of the missing mass, especially in the resonance region, is 

dictated by the structure of A(i .;. b -+j + b.). Therefore, since 

d20'jdtdM is related linearly to A(i + b -> j + b), eq. (3) provides a 

justification for the procedure of fitting the data with a sum of Breit' 

Wigner terms and a polynomial, baekgr0ufid with no ~~tedeienc.e at all ftJ.-31 
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At this point, we come to the discussion of building the back-

ground (BG) in MME. For simplicity, let us first consider a process in 

which only ~ reggeon is ~xchanged at the ac vertex (e.g., 

:n: +. p -> p + X see below). In such a case, the missing mass 

spectrum is determined by A(R + b -> R + b), where R is the exchanged 

reggeon. For M > 2 GeV, a single Reggeexpansion is used to 

obtain [141 

A(R + b -> R + b) 

(4) 

where P denotes the Pomeranchon and R' is a nonleading reggeon 

which is not necessarily identical to R. From (4) and (3) one obtains 
'. 2 

the complete dependence of d O'jdtdM on M (for M > 2 GeV). 
'" 

Of 

course eq. (4 ) [via (3) J builds the entire spectrum, 1. e., resonances 

(in some average sense) and background. 

To separate the BO. from the ''bumps''we.employ the "two

component duality" [15,16J to the absorptive amplitude [17J in (4). 

Then the first term in (4) substituted in eq; (3) will lead to an . 

expression for the BG in the missing mass spectrum. This expression 

was derived for M > 2 GeV as long as sjr.{> 8. 
'" 

Now the crucial 

property of the BG comes into play; since the BG has presumably a 

smooth behavior in M we can safely extrapolate the e~ression 

(derived for M > 2 GeV) into. the resonance region. Then the explicit 
'" 

form of the proposed BG is'[18J; 

L 
V • 

.. 
~-.. 



.. 7'\! 

.... .,. 
J 
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For a given lxe s f · d and t we can write for the M-dependence, 

(:~)'" (6 ) 

It is important to remark that the proposed BG represents the 

difference between the total missing mass spectrum and all the reson

ances including daughters. Th~ BG derived from fitting the data [1-3J 

is, however, equal to the difference between .the total spectrum and 

only the parent resonances. Therefore we may conclude that; (i) the 

fitted BG should always lie above the proposed BG and (ii) if the two 

differ significantly then ·the difference, which has obviously a broad 

structure, can be attributed to the presence of daughter resonances. 

In the general case where more than one trajectory can couple 

to the ac vertex the derivation of the BG is not straightforward. 

However, when the missing mass spectrum is known for several incident 

energies, then from the explicit s-dependence, displayed by (3), one 

can study the relative importance of the variolls absorptive amplitudes 

A(i + b ~j + b) in dete~ining the missing mass spectrum (see below 

in a specific example) •. 

In some MME, the total spectrum is drawn [1,3J along with the 

fitted 00. The results of these experiments are redrawn [19J .in figs. 

2a and 2b for, respectively, + p ~ p + X and p + p ~ p +X. The 

very striking difference in the behavior of the fitted 00 in these two 

processes calls for explanation. In the process p + p ~p + X 

t far from a straight line except for the (fig. 2b), the fitted BG is no 

smallest values of M where it is upward concave (perhaps partly due 

to threshold effects). However, in n + p ~p + X, the fitted 00 is 
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upward convex and has a very different behavior from that of a straight 

line. In fact, if we attempt a linear extrapolation for the background 

in this process, we find that this leads to no excitation of background 

for M < 1.1 GeV,. which of course is not conceivable (here the threshold 'V 

is at the pion mass:). 

Now we show how the very different trends of the fitted 00 in 

figs. 2a and 2b are naturally explained in the present approach. 

(i) n + p ~ p + X at 16 GeV!c; Here the detected proton is 

"fast" near the forward direction in the laboratory system. This 

process is "clean" for two reasons; firstly only the /':, trajectory 

can be exchanged at the ac vertex in fig. Ib and secondly, threshold 

effects are not important in the missing mass region of interest. The 

/':, trajectory function is taken as [20J cx/':,(t) = 0.9t + 0.15 and one 

obtains [19J from (6); 

( ( ) 2) for . t. '" -0.2 GeV . 

This proposed BG is also plotted in fig. 2a where the normalization was 

taken from the experimental measurements at M ~ 1.9 GeV. Clearly, the 

correct ~ [2lJ predicted by (7) is not subject to changes in the 

normalization. 

(ii) P + P ~ P + X at 24 GeV!c; In this process, many trajectories 

may be exchanged at the ac vertex, including the Pomeranchon. The 

dominating vec~or and tensor meson trajectories will be denoted by an 

effective trajectory R(~(O) ~ 0.5). As shown by (3), three 

quantities, in principle, determine the M-dependence of the spectrum; 

namely A(P + p ~P + p), A(P + p ~R + p), and A(R + P ~R + p). 

However, the relative importance of these three quantities can be 
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determined by analyzing the s-dependence [which is explicit, see (3)] 

of the missing mass spectrum. Such an analysis was performed [4-6] at 

small values of t and it was concluded that at present incident 

energies the dominant contribution in (3) is given by ,the 

A(R + p -> R + p) term [22]. Using this important information, we 

obtain for the proposed BG; 

2 1-2tX- (t) 
M(~)H (8) 

For t = .-0.1 Ge~ and DR(t) 

leads to (see fig. 2b); 

2 0.88 GeV ), it 

(8' ) 

The last factor in (8) and (8') has been introduced to partially 

account for threshold effects. 

Figure 2b shows that the proposed BG (normalized to the data 

at M ~ 2.5 GeV) lies below the fitted one as should be the case since 

the latter may contain daughter resonances. Again, the proposed BGhas 

the same trend as the fitted BG though they become different in the 

low missing mass region. This difference may be due to several factors; 

(i) the presence ofa.broad structure as given by'daughter resonances 

with large widths, (ii) because of the finite experimental resolution, 

the elastic peak may influence the spectrum neat threshold -(iii) the 

unknown threshold factor, and (iv) as we decrease M for fixed s , 
the ratio s/M2 increases and the Pomeranchon trajectory may influence 

the backiround through t.he interference term A(P + p -> R + p). This 
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interference term contributes an almost constant term in M for 

d
2

0/dtdM [see 'eq. (3)] which may show up in the low missing mass 

region. 

We stress that in both reactions studied here,the proposed BG, 

as extrapolated from high missing mass into.the resonance region gives' 

the correct trend of the data and lies below the fitted BG, lending 

support to the general ,approach we have adopted. SUch an approach is 

meaningful (at least at present energies) because of the smooth 

behavior of the back;Sround which we identify with the Pomeranchon 

contribution to the Jreggeon I=,article absorptive 'implitude 

A(R + b ~R + b). It is amusing to note that near t ~ 0, the approxi-

mate behavior of the fitted BG in the "meson" missing mass spectrum 

(n - + p -> p + X) is d2a/dt~ cc M2 whereas in the '!baryon" case 

(p + p -> p + X or n - + p -> rr - + X) it is 2 
d a/dtdM (J) M. This 

feature is simply explained in the present context by the difference,of 

approximately one-half unit between the dominant meson and baryon Regge 

trajectories. 

A further test of the validity of our approach lies in comparing, 

the BG in certain pairs of reactions. For example, we expect the BG 

in rr + p ->K- +X to be identical to that of K- + p .:., rr + X and 

similarly for rr + p ~ p + X 'and p +, P -> rr + X. However i existing' 

data do not coyer a sufficiently large range of sand M2 to allow 

such a comparison to be made. 
.1 

In this paper,we.have focussed our attention on the smooth or 

background component of the missing mass spectrum and have discussed 

its origins in terms of an important reggeon-reggeon-Pomeranchon 

coupling. Nevertheless, in those processes which allow vacuum quantum 

numbers to be exchanged at the ac vertex (e.g., p + p -> p + X), 

.' ~l y-
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the presence of a significant energy independent resonance structure 

suggests als2 the importance of absorptive amplitudes' with external 

Pomeranchons. Very high energy MME such as are anticipated at NAL and 

the CERN-ISR should teach us more about such 'amplitudes and in particu-

lar about the triple Pomeranchon coupling. 

We would 1 ike to thank J., D. Jackson for cri t i cally reading the 

manuscript. We would also like to thank R. M, Edelstein for clarifying 

communication of some experimental results and to J. D. Jackson and 

C. Schmid for useful discussions. One of us (H.J.Y.) would like to 

thank J. D. Jackson and G. F. Chew for the hospitality of the Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory. 
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and the average t «t) ) is 
\ . 

(t) -0.2 Ge~. The conclusions are not sensitive to taken as "" 
variations in t along. the spectrum in fig. 2a. 

200 This parametrization is.chosen to have a; canonical regge slope 

(Xl, = 0.9 GeV-
2

, and to give Ctb,(Mb,2) = 1.5: 

21. As was remarked. in the text, the proposed BG is not necessarily 

the same as the fitted BGo However,presumably the trend of the 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. (a) Kinematics, (b) peripheral description, and (c) contribu

tion of A(i + b ~ j + b) 'to the differential cross section 

for the process a + b ~ c + X [see eq. (3)]. 

Fig. 2. Differential spectra, fitted BG and proposed BG for the 

process (a.) n + P ~ p + X at 16 GeV/c arid (b) 

,P + P ..:..p +X at 24 GeV/c. 
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